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INTRODUCTION

Most debates over development focus on the question of how new wealth can be created in a given area—bringing growth to where people currently are. But, historically, development has often been driven by the ability of people to vote with their feet for greener pastures—bringing people to where they can produce more growth. In many cases, the best way to create new development is to facilitate foot voting by decentralizing political power and breaking down obstacles to mobility.

When people are able vote with their feet in favor of areas with greater opportunity, development follows. That is true both when they engage in internal foot voting within a federal system, and when they do so across international boundaries. The effects of both types of foot voting are often spectacular. As Harvard economist and former Secretary of the Treasury Larry Summers puts it, “I do not think there is a more important development issue than getting questions of migration right.”¹

This Article discusses the implications of foot voting for development and outlines several institutional strategies for expanding foot voting opportunities. It provides a general outline of some themes that will be explored in greater depth in my book Free to Move: Foot Voting and Political Freedom.²

† Professor of Law, George Mason University. Parts of this Article draw on my forthcoming book, Free to Move: Foot Voting and Political Freedom. For helpful suggestions, I would like to thank Michael Clemens, Richard Epstein, Bradley Gardner, Roderick Hills, Alex Nowrasteh, and participants in the Hong Kong University conference on Decentralization and Development. Copyright © 2018 by Ilya Somin.
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Part I summarizes the vast development benefits of foot voting. Among other things, migration can enable effective exploitation of place premiums—situations where a given individual is likely to be more productive in one location than another. The magnitude of place premiums is often enormously great. Exploiting them effectively can do more to promote development than most, if not all, other policy reforms. This is true both for international place premiums and domestic ones.

Part II explains how foot voting can provide a powerful mechanism of political freedom: enabling migrants to choose those public policies that best fit their needs. In some crucial respects, foot voting is superior to conventional ballot-box voting. Relative to ballot-box voters, foot voters have stronger incentives to seek out relevant information, and to use it effectively. They also benefit in other ways from the ability to make a decisive choice about the policies they wish to live under, as opposed to a system where they only have the power to cast one vote out of many thousands or millions. In authoritarian societies or poorly established democracies, foot voting may be the only realistically feasible mechanism of political choice for most of the population. The superior decision-making enabled by foot voting increases people’s ability to seek out opportunities and promote development.

Part III considers the institutional implications of the case for foot voting. Domestically, we can expand foot-voting opportunities by decentralizing political power and by breaking down barriers to interjurisdictional mobility. Special measures may be needed to facilitate foot voting in federal systems where jurisdictional lines track deep ethnic or religious divisions. Internationally, foot-voting opportunities can be enhanced by lowering barriers to immigration and developing institutional mechanisms to deal with potential negative side effects of freedom of movement.

Foot voting is not a panacea for all development problems, and it certainly is not a perfect free lunch without downsides. But we should nonetheless strive to capture its truly enormous advantages. It is difficult to think of any other development initiative that can bring such vast benefits to so many people.

I. PLACE PREMIUMS AND THE DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS OF FOOT VOTING

One of the most important findings of modern development economics is that people are often more productive if they move to a new location—even if their personal characteristics and job skills do not change. This might occur because one location has a greater amount of capital to combine with the labor in question. A factory worker, for instance, might move to a region where his labor is more productive because there are more and better production facilities for him to utilize. Alternatively, the migrant may be more productive in a new region because it has a natural advantage. For example, a farmer is likely to produce more valuable crops in an area where the soil is richer.

But an even more important reason for place premiums is that some areas have better economic and political institutions than others. For example, a Mexican can increase his or her productivity several-fold simply by crossing over into the United States. The main difference between the United States and Mexico is not greater natural resources or even greater physical capital, but superior legal, political, and economic institutions.

Place premiums also enable increased productivity through internal migration. The early twentieth-century movement of African Americans from the South to the North enabled many to increase their incomes by becoming more productive. Some of the difference was due to greater availability of industrial capital in the northern states, but some was also due to greater freedom for blacks in states where their economic opportunities were less limited by discrimination and legally enforced segregation. Today, growing barriers to interjurisdictional mobility are a significant obstacle to economic growth in the United

---

4. See id. at 33–34 (reviewing the evidence).
5. See id. at 41 tbl.8 (reviewing the data).
7. For a discussion of some of the relevant evidence, see, for example, FLORETTEN HENRI, BLACK MIGRATION 133 (1975); Ilya Somin, Foot Voting, Federalism, and Political Freedom, in NOMOS: FEDERALISM AND SUBSIDIARITY 83 (Jacob Levy & James Fleming eds., 2014) [hereinafter Somin, Foot Voting].
8. For citations to relevant literature, see Somin, Foot Voting, supra note 7.
States, artificially depressing incomes for the poor and disadvantaged.9

In poor countries, increased development is often driven in large part by the migration of rural people to cities, where there are greater job opportunities. In China—the most dramatic recent example of this phenomenon—some 260 million people migrated from rural to urban areas between 1978 and 2012, usually for economic reasons.10 Much of the migration flow is towards special economic zones with better institutions.11 This massive migration has been an important factor in the country’s rapid economic development, accounting for somewhere between twenty and thirty-three percent of the stupendous economic growth China experienced from the late 1970s to the present.12

The importance of place premiums is underscored by the reality that the ultimate purpose of economic development is not to increase production in a particular location but to increase the well-being of people, regardless of where they might be located. As economists Michael Clemens and Lant Pritchett put it, we should seek to maximize “income per natural [person]” rather than per capita income in a particular location.13 Even if per capita income within the territory of Country X or Region Y remains the same, development has still increased if a substantial proportion of the population of X or Y are able to move to a different location where they can be more productive, earn higher incomes, and otherwise increase their well-being.14

9. For good overviews of the issues, see David Schleicher, Getting People Where the Jobs Are, DEMOCRACY (Fall 2016), http://democracyjournal.org/magazine/42/getting-people-where-the-jobs-are; and David Schleicher, Stuck! The Law and the Economics of Residential Stability, 127 YALE L.J. 78 (2017) [hereinafter Schleicher, Stuck!].


12. GARDNER, supra note 10, at 72.
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Greater development can potentially be stimulated by expanding opportunities for people to vote with their feet and take better advantage of place premiums. Economists estimate that the establishment of free migration throughout the world could as much as double world GDP.\textsuperscript{15} Even if this estimate overly optimistic by a large margin, it still implies that eliminating migration restrictions would have an enormous impact on development.\textsuperscript{16} It is difficult to think of any other policy change that can achieve even remotely comparable gains. Even more modest increases in migration rights could potentially result in greatly increased development.

Obstacles to free internal migration also block valuable development in many countries, both underdeveloped nations and more advanced ones. In China, for example, many millions of people are blocked from seeking out valuable job opportunities by the Hukou system of residency permits, which is only gradually being reformed.\textsuperscript{17} In the United States, the poor and lower-middle class are often impeded from moving towards job opportunities by restrictive zoning laws, and occupational licensing regimes that exclude newcomers from numerous professions.\textsuperscript{18}

The impact of zoning is particularly egregious, insofar as it prices out poor and lower-middle-class migrants from areas with strong job markets.\textsuperscript{19} A recent study suggests that if the level of zoning in the United States were reduced to that of the

\begin{thebibliography}{19}
\bibitem{16} For claims that migration restrictions do not much affect productivity because few additional people would migrate if they were eliminated, see GEORGE J. BORJAS, \textit{IMMIGRATION ECONOMICS} 168 (2014). For a critique of the serious analytical and empirical errors in Borjas' argument, see Michael A. Clemens & Lant Pritchett, \textit{The New Economic Case for Migration Restrictions: An Assessment} 12–13 (Ctr. for Glob. Dev., Working Paper. No. 423, 2016), http://www.cgdev.org/sites/default/files/CGD-Working-Paper-423-Clemens-Pritchett-New-Econ-Case-Migration_0.pdf.
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\end{thebibliography}
median American city, the nation could achieve as much as a 9.5% increase in GDP. Land-use restrictions also severely constrain foot-voting opportunities in China, among other places.

The harm inflicted by migration restrictions goes far beyond the narrowly economic. Expanded foot-voting opportunities can also massively enhance migrants’ freedom and well-being more generally. Consider, for example, women fleeing patriarchal societies, religious minorities fleeing oppression, and people fleeing repressive tyrannical regimes of various kinds. In many cases, the potential gains here are as great or greater than the purely economic benefits of foot voting.

If development is viewed in the broader sense of expanding human capabilities, then the noneconomic benefits of foot voting are likely just as important as those that relate to increasing productivity, conceived in narrow economic terms. In many cases, escaping from noneconomic oppression enables migrants to enormously enhance their capacities in a variety of ways. The case of women escaping from patriarchal societies where they have little opportunity to seek an education or other opportunities is a particularly dramatic example. The same goes for religious and ethnic minorities escaping persecution and discrimination, political dissenters fleeing oppression, and others whose prospects are artificially constrained by repressive regimes.

What is true for international migration is also often true for internal movement. In many countries, some regions offer greater freedom and equality than others, and migration can


22. See, e.g., AMARTYA SEN, DEVELOPMENT AS FREEDOM 92 (1999) (“[T]he enhancement of human capabilities also tends to go with an expansion of productivities and earning power. That connection establishes an important indirect linkage through which capability improvement helps both directly and indirectly in enriching human lives and in making human deprivations more rare and less acute.”).
help millions of people enjoy the advantages of the former. In addition to the economic place premium, there is also often what we may call the freedom premium or justice premium to expanding mobility.

II. FOOT VOTING AS A SUPERIOR MECHANISM OF POLITICAL CHOICE

Ballot-box voting is usually seen as the essence of political freedom and the main mechanism by which most ordinary people exercise political choice. The democratic process has important virtues, but it also has two serious shortcomings: individual voters have almost no chance of actually affecting the outcome of most elections; and they usually have little or no incentive to make an informed choice. Foot voting is superior on both counts. That makes it a powerful mechanism for enabling would-be migrants to seek out opportunities that expand development.

A. IMPACT OF INDIVIDUAL VOTERS

In most contexts, we would not say that a person has meaningful freedom if they have only a one-in-one-million or one-in-a-hundred-million chance of making a choice that actually makes a difference. For example, a person has little, if any, religious freedom if they have only an infinitesimal likelihood of being able to determine which religion they wish to practice. The same is true for political choice. As political theorist Russell Hardin put it, “most citizens do not typically have the liberty actually to make any difference to their own welfare through politics.” Hardin notes that “if my vote is worthless . . . [h]aving the liberty to cast it is roughly as valuable as having the liberty to cast a vote on whether the sun will rise tomorrow.”

It is not true that the liberty to cast a vote is completely worthless. At least ex ante, there is a very small chance that it will swing an electoral outcome. And if that scenario actually occurs, an individual vote could have great value. This is arguably a sufficient reason to make it instrumentally rational to

24. Id.
25. ILYA SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE: WHY SMALLER GOVERNMENT IS SMARTER 80 (2d ed. 2016) [hereinafter SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE].
vote, so long as the cost of voting is low. But a form of freedom that is not completely worthless may still be highly attenuated, and greatly inferior, to one where more meaningful choice is possible.

A small percentage of the population has the ability to influence political outcomes by means other than voting. For example, some can do so through lobbying, campaign contributions, or becoming influential political activists or leaders. However, very few have more than a minimal chance of influencing public policy by these mechanisms. Using them effectively usually requires time, skills, and resources that most ordinary citizens do not have. Moreover, to the extent that a few people do wield disproportionate political influence by these means, it only further diminishes the power of the rest of the population.

B. LACK OF INCENTIVE TO MAKE AN INFORMED CHOICE

On many normative views of freedom, its effective exercise requires at least a reasonably informed choice, as well as one that has a real chance of making a difference. For example, medical ethicists hold that doctors should generally not perform operations unless they first get the patient’s informed consent. As the American Medical Association Code of Medical Ethics puts it, “The patient’s right of self-decision can be effectively exercised only if the patient possesses enough information to enable an informed choice.” Like medical decisions, political choices also are often literally matters of life and death. For millions of people, the outcome of an election might make the difference between war and peace, wealth and poverty, or sickness and health.

Unfortunately, the low likelihood of decisiveness also creates powerful incentives for voters to make poorly informed

26. For a detailed discussion, see id. at 79–84; see also DEREK PARFIT, REASONS AND PERSONS 73–75 (1984) (arguing that an extremely small chance of achieving a particular outcome has rational and moral significance when that outcome affects a large number of people).


28. See, e.g., id. at 186 (describing how political influence by means of mechanisms beyond voting is enjoyed by only a small minority of the population).

29. Id.
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choices. Precisely because there is so little chance that their votes will matter, ballot-box voters have strong incentives to be “rationally ignorant.” The phenomenon of rational ignorance afflicts voters in the United States and around the world. It affects virtually all those democracies for which we have relevant survey data. Such ignorance reduces the quality of political decision-making and inhibits development.

Survey data shows that voters often lack even very basic knowledge about the candidates and policy questions at issue in any given election. For example, during the 2014 U.S. midterm election, which focused on control of Congress, polls showed that only thirty-eight percent of the public knew which party controlled the House of Representatives before the election, and the same percentage knew which party controlled the Senate. Voters also often have little understanding of how the government spends its money or which officials are responsible for which issues.

In addition to acquiring very little information, voters have little incentive to analyze what they do learn in a logical, unbiased way. To the contrary, most have strong incentives to fall prey to “rational irrationality”: when there are few or no negative consequences to error, it is rational to make almost no effort to control one’s biases.


34. For a recent comparative analysis of inaccuracies in public perceptions of political and economic issues in numerous democracies, see id.

35. See generally BRYAN CAPLAN, THE MYTH OF THE RATIONAL VOTER: WHY DEMOCRACIES CHOOSE BAD POLICIES (2007) (discussing how voter ignorance and irrationality lead to bad policy); SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25 (discussing the extent and dangers of political ignorance).

36. See SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25, at 17–46 (detailing numerous studies showing voter ignorance).

37. Id. at 17.

38. Id. at 17–18, 117–19.
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C. THE SUPERIORITY OF FOOT VOTING

Foot voting is systematically superior to ballot-box voting on both decisiveness and incentives to acquire information. It enables the individual decision-maker to make a meaningful choice. When a potential migrant decides where to live, his or her decision is highly likely to make a real difference to the outcome. Even those who must secure the agreement of a spouse or other family member still generally have much greater clout than an average ballot-box voter in an election.

And precisely because their decisions do actually matter, foot voters have strong incentives to acquire relevant information and use it wisely. A person deciding where to live or what choices to make in the marketplace and civil society knows that her decisions have real consequences, and generally makes more effort to acquire relevant information.

Considerable empirical evidence backs these theoretical deductions. For example, experiments show that people tend to process political information in a far more biased and less accurate way than otherwise similar information about non-political issues.

Voters can sometimes offset the effects of political ignorance by relying on information shortcuts; small bits of knowledge that function as proxies for larger bodies of information that they do not know. In my book *Democracy and Political Ignorance*, I discuss a variety of different shortcut mechanisms in detail, and explain why they are not nearly as

41. *Id.* at 138–45. For a discussion of moving costs and other factors that might inhibit effective choices for foot voters, see *Somin, Democracy and Political Ignorance*, supra note 25, at 165–76; *infra* Part III.

42. *See Somin, Democracy and Political Ignorance*, supra note 25, at 136–81 (discussing relevant data and experiments).

43. *See, e.g., id.*; Dan M. Kahan et al., *Motivated Numeracy and Enlightened Self-Government*, 1 BEHAV. PUB. POLY 54, 54 (2017) (recounting experiments in which subjects used their quantitative-reasoning capacity to selectively conform their interpretation of data to the result more consistent with their political outlooks).

44. For arguments that shortcuts function well, see, for example, *Morris P. Fiorina, Retrospective Voting in American National Elections* 1–44 (1981) (providing a detailed analysis of retrospective voting, an important type of information shortcut); *Arthur Lupia & Matthew D. McCubbins, The Democratic Dilemma: Can Citizens Learn What They Need to Know?* (1998) (defending a variety of shortcuts); *Samuel Popkin, The Reasoning Voter* (1991) (arguing that shortcuts are effective).
effective as advocates claim. In some cases, they even make the situation worse, such as when voters routinely reward and punish incumbents for outcomes they did not cause. Similar weaknesses beset claims that the ignorance of individual voters does not matter because some sort of “miracle of aggregation” enables the electorate to attain collective wisdom despite it. Here, I will only emphasize that, even if ballot-box voters can sometimes make reasonably good decisions, foot voters generally do much better.

In some cases, the challenge facing both foot voters and ballot-box voters is not to effectively utilize existing information, but to seek out new information that may not—as yet—be known to anyone. Here too, foot voters generally have better incentives than ballot-box voters. For the same reason that they have strong incentives to seek out and use existing knowledge, they are also incentivized to find new relevant knowledge.

If foot voters find new information that helps them make a better decision, the better-informed choice is likely to make an important difference in their lives. By contrast, a ballot-box voter who finds new information that might improve her ballot box decision-making has far less likelihood of gaining anything for her trouble. Her better-informed vote is still highly unlikely to make any difference.

As Charles Tiebout showed in his classic article on the subject, foot-voting opportunities can enhance political choice even if jurisdictions make no special effort to attract migrants. In a world where all jurisdictions choose policies solely to please current residents, foot voting can still enhance choice by giving...
potential migrants a wider range of options than they would have otherwise. Even if each jurisdiction’s policies are determined without reference to the needs of migrants, the opportunity to vote with your feet can enable many people to find local or regional governments with policies better suited to their preferences.

But foot voting becomes an even more powerful mechanism for enhancing choice if regional governments have incentives to compete for residents. Competition for tax revenue leads jurisdictions to adopt policies that appeal to potential migrants, both individuals and businesses. That, in turn, can enhance their opportunities for choice, and promote greater economic development. Historically, job opportunities and a favorable economic climate are among the principal determinants of regional migration.

Finally, it is important to recognize that foot voting may be the only possible mechanism of exercising political choice for the large part of the world’s population that live under authoritarian regimes or weakly established democracies. Freedom House estimates that some twenty-five percent of the world’s people live in “not free” undemocratic nations, and another thirty percent in ones that are only “partly free” (i.e., only partly democratic).

III. INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN FOR A FOOT VOTING WORLD

The development benefits of expanded foot voting are potentially enormous. What can countries do to design institutions that capture them, while minimizing potential downsides?

53. Cf. id. at 418 (“The greater the number of communities and the greater the variance among them, the closer the consumer will come to fully realizing his preference position.”).

54. Id.

55. For a fuller discussion, see Somin, Foot Voting, supra note 7, at 84. See also SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25, at 145–46.

56. SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25, at 145–46.

57. Id.

58. See, e.g., supra Part I; cf. SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25, at 166–67 (outlining the reasons for migrations between U.S. states).

Ideally, institutions should be able to accommodate greatly expanded foot voting across both domestic and international jurisdictional boundaries. In order to maximize development, countries must especially seek to expand foot-voting opportunities for the poor and oppressed of the world. It is here that the greatest gains can occur, both narrowly economic and otherwise.

A. FACILITATING DOMESTIC FOOT VOTING

Promoting foot voting has a number of implications for domestic constitutional structures. The most obvious and widely accepted is the idea that citizens should be able to move freely between subnational jurisdictions and that the latter should not be able to stop them from doing so.60 In the United States and other advanced democracies, such freedom of movement is largely taken for granted. As early as 1867, the Supreme Court struck down a state law imposing an exit tax on people seeking to migrate to other states.61

Before the Civil War, however, state-imposed restrictions on internal migration were far from unusual, with many states excluding free African Americans, some categories of aliens, and those considered likely to become public charges.62 Today, internal restrictions on migration are far more common in poor nations. China’s hukou system is a particularly well-known and important example, because it affects so many people in the world’s most populous country.63 But regional governments in other developing nations also seek to restrict migration in various ways. For example, some Indian states seek to keep out migrants from minority ethnic groups.64 Some ethnonationalist...
political leaders, such as those of the Shiv Sena Party in Maharashtra, India, have even promoted violence against migrants in order to expel them and deter others from coming.65

Well-designed constitutional systems can do much to enhance opportunities for foot voting, while minimizing potential downsides.66 At a bare minimum, effective foot voting requires preventing regional governments from either forcibly excluding migrants or preventing their own people from leaving. It also requires suppression of antimigrant violence. The latter may be difficult to achieve in areas where legal institutions are weak or corrupt and ethnic or religious hostilities between migrants and natives are severe.

Internal foot voting can be further facilitated by enforcement of relatively tight limits on the scope of central government power, thereby devolving more issues to the regional or local level.67 That will ensure that more issues are subject to foot voting, with lower moving costs.68 In many situations, moving costs can be further reduced by devolving authority to the local level, rather than to regional authorities. It is much easier and cheaper to move from one nearby city or town to another than to move to a different region.

Not all policy decisions can be devolved to lower-level governments. Some problems are so large-scale that they can only be addressed by a national government, or perhaps even only through international cooperation. Global warming is an obvious example of the latter.

But a wide range of issues currently controlled by the U.S. federal government and other large national governments can be handled by smaller regional or local governments, as dramatically demonstrated by the success of small nations such as Switzerland, Luxembourg, Denmark, New Zealand, and oth-


66.  This Section builds on ideas first developed in Somin, Foot Voting, Political Ignorance, and Constitutional Design, supra note 60.

67.  SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25, at 167.

68.  See Somin, Foot Voting, Political Ignorance, and Constitutional Design, supra note 60, at 221–23; see also SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25, at 167.
These countries—which are smaller than many U.S. states, and even some U.S. cities—have independent policies on health care, education, social security, and many other issues, yet perform relatively well and seem not to suffer from an insufficient size and scale. More systematic research also finds that larger democracies generally perform no better than smaller ones, which suggests that size is not an advantage, at least not for handling most issues.

The optimal distribution of power between different levels of government cannot be determined by reference to foot voting alone; a variety of other considerations must also be weighed. But enhancing opportunities for foot voting is a major consideration in favor of greater decentralization.

Foot voting can also be enhanced by political institutions that promote competitive rather than cooperative federalism. If regional and local governments are required to raise all or most of their own funds by taxing their own residents, as in the competitive federalism model, they will have stronger incentives to adopt policies that offer attractive options to potential migrants in order to increase revenue. By contrast, cooperative federalism, under which lower-level governments get all or most of their funding from the central government, undermines incentives to adopt effective policies that promote development.

In some situations, there is a danger that competition will result in a race to the bottom, in which jurisdictions try to attract businesses in ways that harm ordinary citizens: for example, by allowing firms to take actions that damage the envi-

---

69. See Somin, Democracy and Political Ignorance, supra note 25, at 227–28 (discussing the ability of small countries to successfully handle policies on these issues).
70. Id.
72. For a discussion of competitive and cooperative federalism, see, for example, Thomas R. Dye, American Federalism: Competition Among Governments 1–33 (1990).
74. See Weingast, supra note 73.
environment. However, race-to-the-bottom concerns are greatly overstated on both theoretical and empirical grounds.

The theoretical flaw in the race to the bottom argument is that rational revenue-oriented jurisdictions must focus not only on attracting businesses, but also on attracting workers and other taxpayers, many of whom care about environmental quality and other similar quality-of-life issues. Those preferences are also often shared by business interests that seek to employ such workers, especially high-skilled ones, if only because they would have to pay higher wages to attract such workers to places with poor environmental amenities. Wealthier workers and taxpayers (the sort governments are often especially eager to attract) are particularly likely to be willing to sacrifice additional income for environmental quality. Empirically, subnational governments have often pioneered forms of environmental protection faster than central governments, and do not seem to systematically favor would-be polluters at the expense of other potential migrants.

This is not to suggest that subnational governments are immune from capture by business interests that might lobby

---


77. See Revesz, The Race to the Bottom, supra note 76, at 538–40. I discuss these issues in more detail in SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25, at 168–69.

78. See SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25, at 168–69.


80. See SOMIN, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL IGNORANCE, supra note 25, at 168–69 (citing relevant studies).
for excessive pollution or other policies that enable them to benefit at the expense of the interests of the general public. Far from it. But there is no inherent reason why such capture is more of a danger at the local and regional level than with central governments. The possibility of foot voting also puts constraints on such rent-seeking, as jurisdictions especially prone to it are likely to lose investors and taxpayers over time.

Foot voting may have less to offer minority groups in the many federal systems where they are actually the majority in a few regions, but widely despised elsewhere. Many federal systems were established for the specific purpose of giving regionally concentrated minorities a jurisdiction of their own, thereby helping to mitigate ethnic conflict. In such situations, it might be difficult or even impossible for individuals to move to a region dominated by another ethnic group.

For example, an Iraqi Kurd moving into a majority-Arab province might reasonably fear violence or, at least, discrimination. Even in the absence of overt hostility, such minority groups might face painful cultural and linguistic adjustments if they move out of their home regions. A French Canadian who moves from Quebec to Alberta is unlikely to face ethnic violence or even much in the way of discrimination. Even so, moving to a majority Anglophone province might still be a difficult decision, with substantial transition costs.

 Nonetheless, foot voting is still potentially useful under such conditions. The federal system in question can—and often should—include multiple majority-minority districts. For example, the French-speaking minority in Switzerland can choose between multiple majority-French cantons. Similarly, Iraq has

81. For some examples of such capture caused, in part, by misinformation, see generally DAVID SCHULTZ, AMERICAN POLITICS IN THE AGE OF IGNORANCE: WHY LAWMAKERS CHOOSE BELIEF OVER RESEARCH 108–13 (2013) (discussing examples of states in the United States that have fallen victim to interest group capture, often resulting from misinformation).

82. For a discussion of how foot voting constrains corruption, see Sunita Parikh & Barry Weingast, A Comparative Theory of Federalism: India, 83 VA. L. REV. 1593, 1604–06 (1997) (analyzing India through a comparative federal performance model to examine the performance of the system and the impact of corruption in India).

83. See generally DAWN BRANCATI, PEACE BY DESIGN: MANAGING INTRA-STATE CONFLICT BY DECENTRALIZATION (2009) (discussing many such examples from around the world).

84. For other potential advantages of such a system, see Donald L. Horowitz, The Many Uses of Federalism, 55 DRAKE L. REV. 953, 958–62 (2007).
three majority-Kurdish provinces, albeit partially unified under
the Kurdistan Regional Government.85

Where there is only one majority-minority region, it is
worth considering the possibility of breaking it up to form mul-
tiple jurisdictions. French Canadians would likely enjoy a
broader array of foot-voting options if Quebec were divided into
several smaller provinces rather than remain one big one.

I do not suggest that any particular majority-minority ju-
risdiction must necessarily be divided in order to facilitate foot
voting; other considerations would also have to be weighed be-
fore reaching that conclusion in any given case. But the foot-
voting benefits of partitions should not be neglected.

Such arrangements can allow even regionally concentrated
minorities a degree of choice. That range of choice can be fur-
ther expanded if more power is devolved to local governments,
rather than just regional ones. Even if it is impossible to form
more than one majority-minority regional government, that re-
gion may have many local governments that could potentially
compete with each other.

B. FACILITATING INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION

Some of the greatest potential gains from expanding foot
voting are those to be had from freeing up international migra-
tion.86 From the standpoint of both economic development and
a variety of noneconomic interests, the difference between living
in a poor nation and a more developed one vastly outweighs
the difference between living in the worst region of an ad-
vanced nation and the best. But it is also fair to say that inter-
national foot voting faces stronger and more widespread and
vociferous opposition than internal foot voting. In both the
United States and many European nations, strong nationalist
movements have arisen that not only oppose expanding immi-
gration but advocate greatly reducing it from existing levels.87

85. For a discussion of Kurdish government, see generally STEPHEN
MANSFIELD, THE MIRACLE OF THE KURDS: A REMARKABLE STORY OF HOPE
REBORN IN NORTHERN IRAQ (2014).

86. See discussion supra Part I.
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This opposition will not be easily overcome. But the vast gains to be had from expanded migration rights make it imperative to try. Even incremental increases in international foot-voting opportunities can save millions of people from what would otherwise be a lifetime of poverty and oppression. In the nineteenth century, many millions of poor and oppressed people were able to migrate to relatively freer societies with greater opportunities, such as the United States, Canada, and Australia, thanks in large part to the paucity of migration controls during that period. If border controls are reduced, the lower transportation costs created by modern technology make such movement easier today.

Many objections have been offered to the idea of greatly expanding international migration rights. These include fears that it will increase crime and terrorism, reduce the wages of natives, overburden the welfare state, cause the enactment of harmful policies supported by immigrant voters, and lead to the spread of dangerous cultural values. I cannot review and assess these objections in detail here. But it is possible to sketch out a general framework for addressing them.

First, many of the standard objections to free international migration are significantly overblown. For example, the available evidence indicates that increased immigration does not lead to increases in per capita welfare spending. At least in the United States, immigrants actually have a much lower crime rate compared to natives. This can be attributed to a number of factors, including the selection process for immigrants and the similarity in values and behaviors between immigrants and natives. Additionally, immigrants are less likely to be involved in criminal activities such as drug trafficking, prostitution, and theft. This is partly due to the fact that immigrants are more likely to be law-abiding citizens who are integrated into society.

Moreover, immigrants contribute significantly to the economy of the host country. They start businesses, create jobs, and increase the tax base. In fact, immigrants often start businesses in sectors where there is a high demand for labor and where local businesses are not able to meet the demand. This can help to stimulate economic growth and create jobs for natives.

A number of studies have also shown that immigrants have a positive impact on the host country's economy. For example, a study by the National Bureau of Economic Research found that immigrants contribute significantly to economic growth and productivity. Another study by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York found that immigrants are more likely to start new businesses and to create jobs than natives.

In conclusion, the myths surrounding immigration are largely unfounded. Hard evidence indicates that immigrants have a positive impact on the economy, and that they are actually less likely to commit crimes than natives. By reducing border controls and increasing migration opportunities, we can help millions of people escape poverty and oppression and create a more prosperous and just world for all.
rate than native-born citizens do. Similarly, the risk that an American will be killed by an immigrant terrorist is so infinitesimal that it is actually several times lower than the risk that he or she will be killed by a lightning strike.

Where immigration creates genuine problems and negative side effects, it is often possible to deal with the issue by means of “keyhole solutions” that minimize the risk without barring large numbers of immigrants. If, for example, immigration does impose excessive burdens on the welfare state, receiving nations could abolish or reduce welfare payments to migrants. Excluding immigrants from welfare benefits might be unjust. But it is surely less so than forcing them to endure the far greater material deprivation of being condemned to poverty for the rest of their lives in an underdeveloped nation. Similarly, if there is a credible danger that immigrant voters will cause the enactment of harmful or unjust government policies, the obvious solution is to tighten eligibility for the franchise.

In the United States, for example, immigrants cannot become citizens unless they have lived in the country for five years, demonstrate a knowledge of the English language, and pass a civics test that many native-born citizens would fail. If necessary, such standards could be made even more stringent. Tests could become tougher, naturalization periods can be extended, and so on. Governments can make freedom of move-
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ment easier while making it tougher for new immigrants to become citizens or acquire certain other types of rights.98

Long-term exclusion from the franchise may be unfair or unjust to immigrants. But it is a lesser injustice than excluding them from the country entirely, which would condemn most to a lifetime of poverty and oppression. In most of their home nations, the would-be migrants also have little or no influence over public policy. This is particularly true in the many nations that have authoritarian governments or are only partly democratic.

Where other keyhole solutions might be inadequate, policymakers should also consider tapping the vast wealth created by immigration to mitigate negative side effects that cannot be addressed in other ways. If, for example, immigration drives down the wages of native low-skilled workers and this is considered a morally unacceptable outcome, national governments can impose a surtax on the incomes of recent immigrants and redistribute the wealth to those native workers whose wages have been depressed.99

Like exclusion from welfare benefits and the franchise, such discriminatory taxation may be unjust. But it, like other keyhole solutions, still leaves the immigrants far better off than they would be if left out of the country entirely. Paying, say, a ten-percent-higher tax rate in a country where the immigrant earns three times as much as she would in her homeland still leaves her vastly better off than she would be otherwise.

Along the same lines, if immigration does lead to an increase in crime, tax revenue generated by the wealth it creates can be used to fund additional police forces and other law enforcement tools that can bring crime down again.100 Lowering migration barriers can potentially double world GDP.101 Some of that new wealth could be used to alleviate possible negative side-effects of migration, while still leaving enabling vast gains for both immigrants and natives.

In sum, understandable objections to expanded migration should be addressed by a combination of assessing whether the objection is overblown, implementing keyhole solutions, and—
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where necessary—tapping the wealth created by immigration to mitigate negative side effects and compensate adversely affected natives. These strategies may not always be feasible. There may perhaps still be extreme situations where migration restrictions are the only possible way to prevent some great harm.\textsuperscript{102} But they can at least enable vastly freer migration than is currently feasible.

Perhaps this assessment is too optimistic and keyhole policies can only enable a modest increase in migration. But even such a modest increase can still greatly enhance development and liberate millions of people from tyranny and privation.

CONCLUSION

For many of the poorest and most oppressed people in the world, the most likely path to economic development and political freedom runs through foot voting. Expanded foot voting can also do much for the relatively disadvantaged residents of more advanced nations. It is, furthermore, often a better mechanism for decision-making than conventional ballot-box voting.

It will not be easy to overcome the many barriers to expanding foot-voting opportunities, especially with respect to international migration. Progress towards that objective is likely to be incremental. But even limited gains can make an enormous difference.

\textsuperscript{102} I will consider a number of such possible scenarios in SOMIN, FREE TO MOVE, supra note 2.